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Workshop Reports
MY FALL RALLY WORKSHOPS

02.

ICEBREAKERS

GROOVY GRAPHICS

EMERY EDITORS/WEBMASSTERS

The first session of the icebreaker workshop went very well, with
probably about 25-30 people in attendance. It was kind of
awkward at first, though. The second session went much more
smoothly (presumably because Brady and Company from Division
8 kept things energetic). Overall, it was a great workshop!

The Editor and Webmaster training went
surprisingly well! I had printed enough
handouts for everyone and the discussion was
both informative and fun. Unfortunately,
Kahoot would not let me sign in, so no one
could play the awesome game I had
prepared. I faced the same issue with the
Groovy Graphics workshop.

This workshop had over 20
people in attendance, which
definitely surprised me. We
finished with the talk/questions
a bit early, so we all played an
icebreaker because my Kahoot
wouldn't work. I actually ran out
of pamphlets for this
workshops, so I'll make sure to
print more if this workshop ever
gets done again. Some
information was repeated from
the previous workshop, though,
because there wasn't much to
cover.



THE
WINTER

WOLVERINE KEY

I'm going to make another Instagram post about this form in
the future, but for now, I need LTGs to be sending The

Wolverine Key Article Form out to their clubs. I want to release
the winter issue of The Wolverine Key by Christmas, and I would
really like to feature a club in the issue. To do this, I need clubs
to fill out the form. Ask your home clubs at your next meeting
to submit an article, and do whatever you can to promote the

form. Here's the link to copy and send to your clubs:
 

https://forms.gle/4Fz5JcvMRfJ4orX68

and the form I need you to advertise
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